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ABRAHAM LINCOLN .
Mr. President and Gentlemen:

If the l\larquette Club were called upon to give a JUS·
tification for its existence it could find it here and now.
One name to-night is in every heart and upon every lip,
and that name belongs in a certain special sense to you.
It belongs to you because your orginization is based upon
the ideas, the hope and the faith that were in him. It
belongs to you as the lighthouse does to the mariner
who steers his bark by its steadfast ray. \Vhatever
sad and heroic memories cluster around his great
career, something of their glory, some breath of their
fragrance, rests upon all who strive to make the United
States of America such a nation as Abraham Lincoln
strove to make it. I bid you, therefore, good cheer,
Mr. President, an<l salute you and your club with the
old-time greeting of an old-time Republican .
Carlyle was not far from right in adoring heroes; and
he was more than right in seeing that heroes do not,
of necessity, wear plumes and sabers. 1t is the meek,
and not the mighty, who are promised the inheritance
of the earth. Luther was a greater conquerer than Von
Moltke, and Victor Hugo in exile was assuredly a nobler
figure than the Third Napoleon at Solferino. Ideal
characters cannot be made to order. They must
stand for something more than accident, for something
better than titles and dignities. All our great American
names are connected in some way with the idea of
nationality, of growth, of intellect ual progress. Lowell
sang his sweetest strains for such a republic as he
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dreamed should some day come, and Hawthorne explored the hidden realm of romance to reveal the heart
of old New England to its modern descendants. It is
sometimes said that the American character, considered
as a type. has not yet been formed. Two hundred and
fifty years seem but a brief time compared with the
centuries in which Norman and Saxon and Dane have
been fusing into the English race. And yet we have
something to show when great names are counted,
something to remember when great deeds are told.
Abraham Lincoln outshines the Plantagenets and ennobles common blood forevermore.
You do well, therefore, to celebrate the day of
his birth. You are wise in pledging this club to a new
and increasing fealty to him and to his life. vVe are in
danger of forgetting plain old truths. The amateur
thinker is in the midst of us, mistaking the noise and tumult of modern life for its sober reality. The age is restless. There is a profound discontent, partly right and
partly wrong; but they greatly err who imagine that the
white crest upon the wave is a true measure of the depths
below. The doctrinaire whose lips have hardly been
moistened by the dew of wisdom thinks that he, above
all others, has a message. And thus it happens that
things are made to seem something which in reality are
nothing. It is well, perhaps, that it should be so. Let
us not complain; for liberty is wide and every voice
must have its say. But when the crickets pipe and chirrup it is pleasant to think that somewhere there is peace,
and in the heat of summer it is S'Yveet to rest in the shade
of an illustrious name. '' He was not of an age but for
all time,'' was the noble tribute of Ben Jonson to Shakespeare, and it is almosc as widely true of him who was
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the gentlest, bra\'est, noblest leader that e\'er \\'Ore the
name of American citizen.
Abraham Lincoln was great, not knowing his own
greatness. In him common sense took on flesh and
blood. Rooted in humble soil his life grew and
strengthened and unconsciously blossomed into fame.
If you compare him with other statesmen with Pitt or
Fox or Palmerston- you will see that he hacl learned the
secret neYer revealed to them, the sublime art of leading while seeming to follow. \Ve call him the founder
of the Republican party. I-le was not that, but he was
more. \\'hen, in 1858, he made that memorable canvass of Illinois, the Republican party was a great in
strument, discordant and untuncd. I Ie touched its
chords, and straightway a nation leaped into life to
follow its enchanting strains. Some arc here to-night
who knew him; all have felt in their veins the thrill of
his inspiring \rnrcls. In those early <lays no one
fathomed him. To his neighbors he was a plain,
homely man, but behind that rugged face and the illfittinl-{ clothes, there dwelt the soul of a ruler.
No
herald announced his coming, no trumpet sounded
when a new .i\gamemnon rose from the prairies. " Is
not a man better than a town?" asks Emerson. Verily,
Abraham Lincoln •proclaiming the truth that had
just begun to dawn, was more than a cit_r with all its
domes and turrets flashing against the sky. \Ye often
talk of men who have a mission. Think of him in all
that i-{reat debate. sounding day after day into unwilling ears, persistently as fate, the prophetic figure of the
house divided against itself. Again and again it rang
out, like an alarum bell, calling upon men to bestir themseh·es if they would aYert the gathering wrath. And

the storm came!- but the house stood. It stood because
Abraham Lincoln lived to set it right, and to make all
who dwelt therein free, by the grace of God and his
own immortal pen.
It is something more than a sentiment which makes
us love the memory of Abraham Lincoln, though sentiment alone is a sufficient reason. The years have
lifted him into the region of legend and tradition.
But there are still among us men whose memories go
back to the days when he carried the nation's burdens.
They remember how the world opened its eyes to marvel at his never-failing judgment, his tender sympathy,
and the unconquerable spirit which disaster could not
shake, nor victory too much elate. I le kept his even
poise in good and in evil times. No president before or
since ever selected such a cabinet. He chose his rivals
to be his advisers and easily towered above them all.
And yet this man, so sagacious and sensible, had, as the
greatest always have, a temperament highly wrought,
poetical, mystical, almost superstitious. The unseen
world haunted him like a vision. To him was given
that inward eye of which 'vVordsworth sings, the deep
perception of things which are precious because they
are invisible. It seems strange to us that Abraham
Lincoln believed in the dreams that came to him before great victories and defeats; but it is because we
cannot fully comprehend a nature in which, if there had
not been some vent, soul and body would have sunk together under the terrible strain that was upon him. In
the midst of it all a merciful solace came to him in that
sense of humor with which he was so largely endowed.
Only fools are always serious. Abraham Lincoln's
humor gives him place in the first order of minds.
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Laughter and tears are next of kin. The same pen
that wrote Hamlet gave to the world the rollicking fun
of Falstaff and his companions. If Abraham Lincoln
ha<l been a pedant, if he had been simply an able lawyer,
nay, if he had been only a statesman, instead of a Man,
you would never have heard of his going out under the
midnight sky to think of the old days by the Sangamon, and to brood over the unknown future and the
veil which hung between him an<l his destiny.
The mythical and romantic have already gathered
their stories and wreathed them about his name. The
age of chivalry has passed, and the nineteenth century
does not readily accept the traditional and the unreal.
And yet King Arthur and the Cid are no more heroes in
the ballads and tales which tell of their knightly deeds,
than Abraham Lincoln in the quaint an<l curious anecdotes of his life. Ile is the only great man in history
who seems like us, the plain every-day people. \Vho
knew as he did how to say the right word? \Vho
like him could touch the popular heart when it was
ready to break, and make it beat again with his own
high resolves? \Ve took our courage from him and the
shattered armies filled up when he sounded the summons to come.
The great crisis of his life, as all the world knows, was
the proclamation of freedom. It has been glorified in
history, poetry and art. And yet, resplendent as it
was, he gave to it none of the dramatic coloring which
usually accompan ies such events. I t was, perhaps,
an inspiration, but it was not such as suddenly came
to Napoleon, nor of the kind that calls upon
the Pyramids and past ages to be its witnesses. If you
will stop to consider, you will see how the very great

ness of it forbade any of the tinsel and gilding of a theatrical performance. Others might be thinking of such
things, but he had "that within which passeth show."
Simplicity is the truest sublimity. And thus it happened that the greatest act in history went forth only
as an appeal to the considerate judgment of mankind,to that universal sense of justice which never can be
wrong. And then his prophecy came true. The house
ceased to be divided. The armies of the Union, pressing forward with new hope, carried victory and freedom together and made them one.
History has given Abraham Lincoln a unique place.
He had power greater than king or emperor, and he
used it as modestly as a village pastor might wield his
influence over a rural congregation. He did not have
in the highest sense what is known as "executive
ability." I am glad he did not. Very small men have
had that. But he had what is better. He was granite
for the right, but yielding as water when common
sorrows touched his own sad heart.
"The better angels of our nature," of which he spoke
in his first inaugural, were living realities to him; and
when some soldier-boy had made a slip from the rules
of military discipline those better angels pleaded for
him, and pleaded not in vain. "Spirits are not finely
touched but to fine issues." His nature was not that
which is commonly, but mistakenly, supposed to dwell
in the backwoodsman and the rustic. God sets his seal
on the brow which is worthy to receive it. You cannot
tell why Burns came from an Ayrshire cottage to be
the poet of humanity, nor why Lincoln should be
called from an Illinois prairie to the first place in the
world.
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He was above all things a man; strong, resolute,
modest, too great to be proud, too deeply introspective
not to see his own limitations and his own possibilities.
No ruler by divine right ever had more true dignity;
no laborer driving his team afield, more true humility.
As Abraham Lincoln, he never forgot that he was president; as president, he never forgot that he was Abraham
Lincoln. He was more than a conquerer. The
armies triumphed; but greater than Atlanta and
Richmond was the conquest he made of all opinions
and all hearts. \Vhen the curtain fell he had hardly an
enemy in the world. Four years had lifted him into that
secure region where neither malice nor envy nor uncharitableness can ever come. And what years they
were! Years of broken hopes, of pride crushed under
chariot wheels, years of disappointment and years of
agony. Armies had gone down in ruin and generals
had ridden to defeat. McClellan and Pope and Burnside and Hooker, marching in joyous confidence, had
vanished one after the other into the valley of despair.
And still the Nation waited, patiently trusting the leader
who never murmured and never spoke a doubting word.
'vVe lived on hope, "the medicine of the unhappy." But
the currents came right at last. Victories began to crowd
upon each other, as if fortune had repented and would
make atonement for the past.
The Fourth of July gained a new lustre at Gettysburg, and was given a deeper meaning when Vicksburg
opened its gates and the river flowed unvexed to the
sea. The months went on filled with strange and thrilling
scenes- an epic unfolding itself as if a new Homer were
writing another story for the ages. Every day some
shackle was broken; every hour some slave stood up and
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thanked God that he was free. There was a vVilderness to be crossed, but there ·was a Grant to cross it.
There was a sea kissing the beach by Savannah, but
there was a Sherman eager to plant the flag on its
shore. The end came in glory and with a joy that never
could find words. And with the end came death,
and immortality.
All the people of the United State share the renown
which his name and his life gave to this nation. Born in
Kentucky of ancestors who came from Virginia, he never
ceased to feel that the South, equally with the N' orth,
must share in the blessings that could only be reaped
by the sword. In a far higher sense than we comprehend, those who lost won. They were saved from themselves; rescued from the ruin to which mad counsels and
false ideas had driven them. Grace, mercy and peace
were in the heart of Abraha1T1 Lincoln; and every blow
he struck hurt to the quick his own tender nature. He
was indeed Father Abraham, grieving for the hard duty
that compelled him to smite, but not daring to shrink
from what God had pointed out to be the right. And
when he died the South lost its truest friend, the l'\orth
its greatest leader, the century its highest type of man.
The tragedy of his death left a sorrow which has not
departed.
" When lilacs last in the dooryard bloo111ed,
And the great star early drooped in the western ~ky in the niu:ht,
I mourned, and yet Rhall mourn with eYer returning spl"ing."

Nature has griefs that claim kinship with humanity.
The story is told that farmers in Central Illinois
insisted with quaint but touching gravity that the brown
thrush did not sing for a year after he died. \Vhen he
ceased to breathe, Edwin M. Stanton turned to the
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group of mourners who stood by his bedside and said:
"Now he belongs to the ages." It is true. And yet
his own generation will not give him up.
The
slave made free, the veteran who followed the flag, the
nation that waited long but not in vain, claim him first.
The times in which we live, the history in which we
have taken part, have made us hostages to truth, to
freedom and to him.
It is an inspiring thing for a party to have had such
a leader.
It is well for us, to remember what
is involved in the mere fact that he was our leader.
Abraham Lincoln was a Republican. Being a great
man he believed in his party; being a wise man he
never learned that the way to serve it is to leave it.
More than any man in our history he had that comprehensive grasp of political ideas which makes the
true partisan. He was a Republican not for the name
but for the idea. He knew that underneath watchwords and platforms the real test of a party lies,
practically, in what it proposes to do and how it
proposes to do it. Small men sometimes mistake
themselves for a principle and think that selfgovernment has failed because they have. Abraham
Lincoln knew, as do all sensible men, that in every
constitutional government parties and not men rule.
If you would make steam work you must harness
it into the mechanism of an engine. If you would make
principles effective you must organize them into batteries which shall break down opposition. Abraham
Lincoln, the greatest man of his time, went into a
nominating convention and took his chances with
the others. It is an instructive lesson; for, since that
great wigwam meeting in Chicago, though political
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conventions make many mistakes, the good sense of
the people is largely in their favor. The dilettante,
to whom little is given and of whom nothing is
required, airs his independence and his ignorance
at the same time. Tell Salisbury or Gladstone that
parties are destructive of individual judgment, that
they are a menace to the well-being of the state,
and you will be advised to read history. Few men are
·wiser than their contemporaries; and they, by a strange
fatality, generally find, when it is too late, that they
were born at the wrong time or in the wrong place.
But Abraham Lincoln was what he was. Almost all
his life was spent in this State. llere his children
were born, and here he grew from raw youth to
greatness and fame. He loved the prairies and the
free air that blew over them, and to him every foot of
land was dear on which a free man might build his
cabin. But, there was something he loved more-the
United States. He was merciful and kind, but he
upheld without flinching the national autho.rity North
and South, East and \Vest. He implicitly believed in
the rule of the people, of the "common people," if I
may use a phrase much employed by certain patriots.
But he believed in those sanctions of individual freedom which rest in national authority, in the supreme,
inviolable rights not of States alone, but of people.
He believed that wherever the flag floats there the
laws of the United States are uppermost. A citizen of
Illinois, he nevertheless held to the faith that "the
soil of Illinois is the soil of the United States." Let
us be frank. \Ve are here not as Republicans alone,
but as Americans, paying homage to one who has made
all factions and all parties proud to be his countrymen-
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\Vhatever name \\'C bear, \\'e must yield none of the
rights that belong to local government. But let us
remember that it was Abraham Lincoln who, on the
field of Gettysburg, declared the go\'~rnment of the
United States to be "of the people, by the people, for
the people." He never considered that government a
mere abstraction, which must ask permission to enforce
its own la\\'s or to exercise the common right of selfdefense. Out of the nightmare of the war, clear cut
against the April sky, there rose a figure for which he
had longed by night and b} day. It was the figure of
a nation. The camp, the march, the battle and the
prison had upreared its walls. No contract made it.
No parchment can define all its powers or limit its possibilities. lt is sufficient unto itself. i\Ot States but
people gave it life, and not States but people must perpetuate it. It preceded and will survive the written
formulas which are the husk, and not the kernel, of
constitutional government. "It fills the almost prophetic conception of Milton, 'Not many sovereignties
united in one commonwealth, but man) commonwealths
in one united and intrusted sovereignty.'"
It is not well to mind overmuch the prattle of those
to whom nothing is satisfactory except the impossible.
,\braham Lincoln was the apostle of opportunity.
Doing always the duty that lay nearest, he worked with
the tools that were at hand. Majorities and minorities
may be right or wrong ; but whaten:r is best will come
if only patience stands on guard. Let us not be discouraged. The good omens are with us. The party
which he led to victory is still alive very much aliveand those who lead and those who follow must move
always forward as he <lid. \\'herever there is a wrong,
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the party of Abraham Lincoln is morally pledged to
fight against it. Wherever there is a right trying to
be heard, that party is bound to fight for it. Now, and
always, the true Republican and the true American,
whatever creed he may profess, must needs turn to
Abraham L incoln for surest guidance and for wisest
counsel. When the sky is clouded they think of him.
vVhen the oracles are mute they take courage from his
serene fa ith.
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